"We" Are Not at War; THEY Are
By Anna Von Reitz

There is a lot of misinformation circulating now, especially in the patriot community. It is of great importance to everyone that this gets set straight.

We are not at war. Our feckless erstwhile commercial corporation subcontractors may be at "war" --- of some kind, or by some definition, but in order for Americans to be at war, there would have to be a formal Declaration of War coming from our own legitimate Congress --- not a "Congress" of British Territorial or Municipal United States citizens.

All Americans are owed The Law of Peace, not The Law of War, and no American can be presumed to be allied with either Territorial or Municipal citizenry.

We have issued our International Declaration of Peace and our Peace Treaty among the States of the Union. Any Federal Subcontractor, dependent, official or employee caught violating the peace will be recognized as a criminal engaged in an illegal commercial conflict, and also acting in breach of trust.

Notice to Principals is Notice to Agents; Notice to Agents is Notice to Principals.
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